Yellow Jack
Breaks Stage
Rules For Set

Unique Plot. No Heroin, No Hero, With Mosquito In Villian Role
A play in which there is no hero, no villain, the villain is a mosquito and man's last bit of life is provided only "lax element," all depicted in 20 successive shifts of stage scene— that is Sidney Howard's "Yellow Jack," scheduled for junior college production March 22nd.
Marked by some of the most unique departures from conventional stagecraft ever seen before, "Yellow Jack" is the fruit of dramatic revolution man's last bit of life is provided only "lax element," all depicted in 20 successive shifts of stage scene— that is Sidney Howard's "Yellow Jack," scheduled for junior college production March 22nd.
Marked by some of the most unique departures from conventional stagecraft ever seen before, "Yellow Jack" is the fruit of dramatic revolution, the conception of the plot is the result of a study of the psychopathic street of the ancient world.

Annual Head Lists

"Gone's strong," answered Howard Fish, public relations head, when asked about the progress of the Registration staff. He also disdained the mode of coolly attired in business suits with the "social scene"-men who are to handle the photography and prints, Rosenman and Fredd Hamilton.
Many of the charges against public relations, however, have been cleared up by the efforts of the student body itself, and those who are not cleared up are reported to be under the supervision of the student body president, Bob Mead.

Barn Dance Friday

The executive committee in a hastily called meeting Monday night decided that a Barn Dance would be held Friday, the 22nd, at the Woman's club. The Jimmie North orchestra will play and you can't get in without an official or your boy for the girls and prints for the girls. Phyllis Kline will head the decoration committee, backed by Ann, Lee Conner, and committee. Margaret Cuellar will take care of the arrangements. Helen Cuccia will cover the advertising.
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New "Rip" Policy

Students, for the present several weeks the Renegade "Rip" has been in a state of vacillation. This state of confusion is due to the fact that the former editor of the "Rip" has left us. He has relented to the temptation of a new opportunity, leaving us quite confused and uncertain of the next move. We are in need of a new editor and urgently the need for a replacement.

This paper has been put out today by the journalism club under the instruction of Miss Margaret Turner. All of the class have taken part in this issue. Concerning is expected for the new editor, and in turn will go to student material that will undoubtedly produce a paper representative of the student body.

All signs seem to point that the next issue of the "Rip" will be under the direction of an editor who will be in full stride for the students.

Rumours up the whole atmosphere, we find that the former editor has relented to the temptation of a new opportunity, and that a newspaper is about to make its appearance for your consideration. Reports are that the former editor was influenced by the glories of journalism. Let us have some information.
Renegade Sports

Track Season Is Under Way For B.C. Team

First Meet of the Year To Be Held March 16 With Taft; Turnout Is Small

With the first meet scheduled at Griffith Field with Taft on March 16, the Renegade track season is definitely underway despite unfriendly weather.

Perry Bliss, Renegade track coach, announced today that his team is ready under the latest conditions and will be ready in order to avert the defeat of the Taffins last year. The West Llanoan noticed the Maroons' White aggression by one third of a point.

New Equipment

New equipment, consisting of wide relays, were purchased. Arrangements are now under way for a track meet with one or two of the southern California schools in the near future. However, Bliss states that the new equipment is not entirely new.